2 is Better Than 1: The Benefits of Co-teach

- Smaller teacher/student ratio (15:1 vs. 30:1)
- Student centered
- Utilize time more effectively
- Get to know your students better
- Better comprehension/higher level thinking
- Meets all students’ needs

Communication is Key!
- Be open
- Be honest
- Get comfortable
- Non-negotiable
- Compromise

What are non-negotiables?
- ________________
  Ex: ________________
  Your non-negotiable:
  ________________

Compromise: Let it Go!
- Co-teach is a ____________!
  You are not alone in this!
  Relieves pressure
  Compromise is the only way this will work!

The Models: Different Ways to Utilize Co-teach

ONE TEACH, ONE ASSIST
One ____________ to the 
__________ class

The other _______________ and ____________ confused 
students

TEAM TEACH
__________ teach to the class 
and work as a ____________.

Both ____________ and 
__________ with class work.

ALTERNATIVE TEACHING
One teacher works with a 
__________ group while the 
other __________ a small 
group for either __________ or 
__________.

PARALLEL
__________ teachers teach at the same 
__________ to half of the group.

They either teach the __________ material, or they teach__________ material and then switch between their 
groups.

STATION TEACHING
Students are split into small groups and 
move between__________ to perform 
each activity.

One teacher could __________ and help 
while another teacher was at a 
__________ or __________ station.